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Firearm 100% Cased for Transportation

Which rule are you seeking to create or revise? Please include a copy of the rule you are
proposing to create or change, preferably with the change made in redline format.
At this time I do not know the exact Rule or it's verbiage; however I have been advised that while on a ATV or UTV for certain Game
Species CO DNR requires the firearm to be 100% cased. This includes Scabbards & Cases with open ends or sides. I have
attached page 15 of the CO Hunting Regulations.
While I agree with the Unloaded analogy, I believe consideration should be taken in the case of a scabbard, as well as our Alaskan
Gun Guard. I believe the concept of the regulation is to provide a fair chase atmosphere, which I understand.
In using a Alaskan Gun Guard or a Scabbard, the concept of unloaded and fair chase can still be achieved in the same manner as a
full hard or soft sided case. In all of the three options listed the firearm cannot be loaded (even into the magazine), have a round
cycled into the chamber, have the firearm sighted on a game animal or the firearm fired without removing the firearm from the
Alaskan Gun Guard, Scabbard or hard/soft sided case. All three achieve the same goal. Yes, an individual can load a weapon
and then store in any of the above, but that would in itself be illegal.
In the Alaskan Gun Guard, we entirely wrap around the Scope, Action & Trigger assembly area, closing off the bottom with 5
reversible magnets. We have then added draw cords at each end, thus "Protecting Your Firearm Around the Stock" from the
elements when transporting on an ATV, UTV, Ebike, Fat Tire Bike or just hunting on foot. The benefit of our Gun Guard it that you
can use it to protect your firearm while hunting on foot or in a stand, which you cannot do with a scabbard or hard/soft sided case.

Why are you seeking to create or revise this rule? Please include a general statement of
the reasons for the requested rule or revision and any relevant information related to the
request.

Obviously I am requesting the consideration as it opens up a market in Colorado
for our Alaskan Gun Guard to be used in the full intent of it's design (Patented).
Hunters who use a ATV, UTV or Bike along with a gun rack on the handlebars or
rear rack will benefit greatly from our product as it weighs only 11oz and can be
folded up into a pocket. This can not be done with any other type of case.
Anyone who uses either of these methods of transportation knows how dusty,
muddy, wet or icy things can get when using the means of travel.
I believe we achieve the same effect as desired in the 100% cased regulation, as
when the Alaskan Gun Guard is in place in order to load, cycle, aim & fire the
firearm, the Gun Guard has top be fully removed. This would be the same with a
scabbard.
More information, pictures and videos can be found on our Facebook & Instagram
pages.
FB- Alaskan Gun Guard, LLC
IG- @akngunguard
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